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FOREWORD 

During the past ten years court sentencing practices in criminal 

cases have undergone rigorous examination throughout the country 

and, in some states, there have been major shi fts in sentencing 

philosophy and signi ficant changes' in procedures. Debate has 

focused on a set of inter-related questions such as the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

What is the fundamental, purpose of criminal sentencing? 

What is the appropriate level of involvement of state 

l~gislatures in e~tablishing criminal penalties? 

How much flexibility should jUdges have in making 

sentencing decisions? 

Ho'w- much control should prosecutors have over sentencing 

through plea bargaining? 

Should parole boards be able to make prison release 

decisions that signi ficantly alter original sentences 

imposed by judges? 

6. What effects w.ill alterations in sentencing practices have 

on prison populations? 

These aFe compl~x questions; ,questions which, for the most part, 
i\1 

cannot be definitively answered by review of criminal justice sys£em 

data or even by examining experiences in othe~ states. The answers 

depend at least as much on personal beliefs as they do on objective 

review of facts. 

However discussion of the issues has suffered from confusion 

about definitions of terms. For example," there are important 

di f,ferences between determinate and, mandatory ~ sentencing that ,are 

not always understood. There is al'so confusion about \ the underly ing 
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philosophies of different sentencing practices ~nd the potential 

impacts of proposed changes. 

In Rhode Island judges went through a detailed assessment of 

sentenc ing practices several years ago and have adopted a set of 

sentencing guidelines. The Attorney General has proposed 

legislation that would apply a determinate sentencing approach to 

thirteen major crimes. The legislation was not passed by the 

General Assembly in its 1983 sessionbu'~ is expected to be 

introduced agin in 1984. The Attorney General's proposal has been a 

source of concern to the Department of Corrections, which fears 

increases in prison population; and to the American Civil Liberties 

Union (A.C.L.U.), which fears harsher treatment of offenders. 

At its December 1983 meeting the PI anning and Administration 

Subcommittee of the Governor'~ Justice Commission (GJC) decided that 

the Commission might assist members of the General Assembly and 

other decision makers who ,will continue to grapple with sentencing 

practices. It was. determined, that this assistance should take the 

form of a background paper that would a,efine terms and explore key 

issues. It would not set forth speci fic recommendations about what 

sentencing practices are best for Rhode Island but, rather, would 

present inform'ation that decision makers might Use to rationally 

develop their own recommendations. 

In attendance at that December subcommittee mee.ting were GJC 
'C 

Chairperson Frederick C. Williamson, Director of the the state 

Department of Community Affairs; "Mr. Daniel Hackett representing GJC 

Vice Chairperson, Attorney General 'Dennis J. Roberts II; Mr. John 
~ , " 

Moran, Director of the\ state Department of Corrections; Mr. leo 

- 2 -

Trambukis a f the Rhode Island State police; Mr. Robert C. Harrall, 

Deputy State Court Administrator, representing Mr. Wal tej J. Kane, 

state Court Administrator; Tocco, Jr. of Chief William and o . . 
Johnston, i'epresenting the Rhode Island Police Chiefs' Association. 
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I NTRODUCT ION(, 

Increasing skepticism abeut the e ffecti veness of rehabili tatj.a,n 
J 

programs and concerns. about apparent disparity in judicial decisiun 

making have.precipitated movement ~way from indeterminate sentencing 

during the past decade. tritics have offered alternative practices 

that have been given labels such' as determinate, mandatory, just 

deserts, fixed, and flat-time sentencing. There has been 

considerable confusion about the meaning of these terms, which has 

someti~es resulted in proposals of one type being erroneously 

debated on the characteristics of. another type. 
"'0 I; 

The distinctions 

between mandatory sentencing and other approaches have been 

particularly puzzling to many. 

Paralleling the national trend, sentencing practices have been 

of concern to criminal justice practitioners and other parties in 

Rhode Island during the last few years. In January 1981 a 
" 

sentencing ComMittee composed of representatives from Supreme, 

Superior, Family, and Oi sJr ict Courts; the" Department 0 feAt torney 

General; the Office of Public" Defender; and Brown ,University's 

Departme'nt of Political Science issued recommended guid,:,],lines 

Ibenchmarks for eleven c'r imes. These guidelines were later adopted 
" '-' 

and are being used by the co~res. 

In 1981, 1982, and 1983 the Atto"rney General submltted 

legislation ptoposing the Use of determinate s,~ntencing for thirteen 

serious crimes~ .Rhode Island.' s branch of the Amer'ican Civil 

Lib'ert'tes Union (ACLU) has oppo~jed the legislation because of fears 
D " 

that it would~esul t in harsher treatment of offenders. Both the 
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ACLU arid the Department of Corrections have expressed concerns that 

the proposal would worsen prison overcrowding. The Attorney General 

maintains that this is not a necessary consequence of his bill. T~e 

legislation has not passed the General Assembly but is expected to 

be introduced again in 1984. 

The Governor's Justice Commiss.ton (GJC), composed of 

repre~entatives from all components of the criminal justice system, 

has been concerned about sentencing and prison overcrowding issues 
.1 

for some time.·· The Commission believes that it can best assist 

decision f!l,akers by providing information that will clarify terms, 

discuss underlying philosophies of various proposals, and consider 

possible implicatiohs of different sentenci~g practices. 

This paper attempts to accomplish these objectives. 

this introduction are ei~ht major sections. 

The first defines terms. It dl.stinguishes 

Following 

between 

indeterminate, determinate, and mandatory sentencing; explains the 

just deserts model; and considers other terms such as 

rehabilitation, retribution, and deterrence • 
. , 

Next comes an overview 0 f current trends in sentencing. This 

includes the shi ft in philosophy away from rehabilitation and the 

resulting movement toward determinate sentencing. Types of 

deteI,'minate sentencing adopted by other states are briefly discussed. 
"~:.' 

The third sect~on corisiders the current Rhode Island situation. 

Where does the state rest on the' indeterminate/determinate 

continuum? What are some of the specifics of the senten?ing 

guidelines? 

This is followed by u an explanation of the Attorney General' 5 

- 5 -

, 
determinate sentenCing proposal and reactions from the ACLU and 

Department of Corrections. 
c: 

Because determinate sentencing - rather than mandatory - is the 

current topic of debate in Rhode Island, the next. three sectiof")s 

address the potential ramifications of determinate practices fOT 

prision populations, parole, .and plea bargaining. 

The concluding section offers general observations but.does not 

specifically endorse one philosophy of sent~ncing over another. The 

intent of the paper is to supply information that will enable 

decision makers to understand the issues and rationally adopt 

policies. 

o 
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DEFINITIONS r; '.1 

The purpose ofc this section iI'S to provide defini tion~ a f key 

terms related to sentencing practices. 

Determinate Sentencing ''.. Sentenc.ing syste!Jls under which judges 
D \. 

order prison terms of fixed durations that can,~)ot be sportened 

by parol~ boards but usually can be re,duced' by prison good , .. 

" time. This di ffers from indeterminate pract'ices which give 
" ~ 

pa~ole' boards flexib+li ty to reduce sentences., It also l
, ~i ffers 

fro'in, mandatory sentencing which require~ judges to order 

imprisonment,~' Determinate, sentencing permits judges, to make use 

of other options such as probation and, resti tution, li!Jt when 

prison is the alternativ~ selected it is fat \a set time. 
Cy 

Sentencing should' probably be. regarded as a contin<uum with 

"purely ingeterminate at one end and pU'rei y determinate 'at the 

other. Distinctions between the cotwo blur in" the middle 'ground. 

Deter~inate sentencing practices vary according to the a~ount 01 
flexibil i ty indi v idLlal 'judges have to set sentences' and the 

extent to which they 0 can take aggrav~ting and mitigating 

circumstances into account. 

Deterr~nce - future crime by punishing 

apprehended offende,rs. This i"-$ based on the' assumption that if 
, ~ .... 

" 
the consequences of illegil behavior are made unpleasant enough, 

o 

some" people'" who would otherwise commit crime.s will not. 

Speci fio deterrence refers to the apprehended offender. It is 

" hoped that punishment will convince him ~;~t to engage in future " 

criminal acti v i ty .,C\GeQeral deterrence r,efers' to other potential 

offenders who mlght not commit crimes if they perceive" that 
l~ (, 
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punishment is likely to be swift and severe. Research about the 

deterrent value of punishment has been m,ixed, tending to 
(; 

iDjpicate that certainty is more important than severity. This 
':::;;:-

is problematic since less than twenty percent of serious crimes 

are cleared by arrests. Some critics contend that it is morally 
iI 

wrong to select a punishment for an offender based on the 

effects it might have ~~ others. 

Oispari ty - Re fers to di fferences in types of punishments and 

lengths of sentences ordered for similar criminal ~cts by 

di fferent judges. The term usually has a negative connotation 

though some observers . believe it unfortunately blurs an 

important distinction between sentehcing variations that are 

justified and those that are not. 

Equity - Persons who commit similar criminal acts should be 

treated similarly - should receive comparable punishment. 

Fairness - The severi ty of the punishment. should correspond to 

the seriousness of the crime: the more serious the crime the 

harsher the punishment. 

Fixed Sentencing - Statutes speci fy the exact penal ties that 

accompany criminal' offenses. This is ~ form of deterfuinat~ 

sentencing in, which judges have virtually no flexibility. See' 

presumptive sentencing for a contrast. 

Flat Term Sentencing A synonym for determinate sent~ncing 
(J 

-which takes its name from the fac,t that offenders are given a. 

basically unalterable sentence. 

Good Time - Reduction of prison terms bas~d on offenders' pri$on 

behavior. This is the one means of shortening sentences that is 
o 

() 
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usually inoluded in determinate sentencing practices. Some 

critics contend that good time is meaningful when used as an 

incentive to get inmates to participate in programs, but not 

when used as an automatic reward for staying out of trouble. 

Guidelines - A task force, commission or other body recommends 

ranges 0 f penalties foJ:' various crimes. The guidelines may be 

officially adopted as a rule of the court and judges may be 

required to justify in writing any deviations. 

are usually nQt legislatively mandated. 

The guideline,s 

Incapaci,tation - Imprisoning criminals in order to keep them 

from committing additioJal crimes. This differs from deterrence 

in that the concern is with controlling behavior during 

o incarceration, not wi th affecting behav ior a fter re~ease. 

. " Indeterminate sentencing - Sentenc:ing systems under which judges' 

order prison terms that may be adjusted by parole boards or 

other review author i tie s. This is contrasted with determinate 

sentencing under which the sentence imposed by the judge 

typically may not be modified except by the accumulation of good 

time. 

Just Oesert~ - A philosophy underlying determinate sentencing 

which asserts that determi'hation., of a punishment for a crime 

should be based on the nature and circumstances of the criminal 
,-

not· on hopes 0 f rehabilitation or deterrence. act, Its two 

basic principles are that the punishment should be commensurate 

wi th the serliousness of the criminal .conduct and that people 

should be punished ~imilarly for similar ccinduct. 

" . 'Mandatory C' sentencing - S~ntencing practices which force judges 
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to order imprisonment for crimes. Judges may not utilize 

al ternati ves to pri son such as probation, suspended sentences, 

or restitution, as they are permitted to do under determinate 

sentencing. 

Medical Model - One philosophy underlying rehabilitation which 

asserts that criminals are sick and need to be treated. The 

correctional agent/offender relationship . is regarded as 

doctor/patient in natu~e. Sentences are indeterminate since the 

amount of rehabilitation criminals will require cannot be 

predicted until treatment begins. 

Parole - This has two meanings for which determinate sentencing 

has different implications. Parole boards are review panels 

which, under indeterminate sentencing practices, have the 

abili ty to. modi fy prison sentences ordered by judges based on 

the offender's prison behavior and other factors which the board 

might choose to take into account; Under determinate sentencing 

practices parole boards either have their. powers severely 

restricted or they are completelY~ eliminated •. Parole also 

refers to release of prisoners under supervision for a specified 
\ 

period of time after completion of their·· prison sentences in 

order to integrate them back into the community. It is possible 

to retain this concept under determinate sentencing. 

Plea Bargaining - Negotiations between prosecutors and accused 

pffenders and their defense counsels ~s to what criminal charges 

should be brought against the accused and what penalties should 

be re~ommended to judges. Some fear that one of the results of 

determinate sentencing could be greatly enhanced power of 

- 10 -

prosecutors since plea bargaining would determine the charge, 

which would determine the sentence, w,~ich could no longer be 

·adjusted by parole boards to elimfnate disparity. Since Rhode 

Island's judges are relatively active participants in 

negotiating pleas, and since sentencing guidelines restrict 

sentence reductions through pleas, this fear is probably 

unfounded here. 

P:resumpti ve Sentencing - Statutes speci fy a normal sentence for 
Ii 

various offenses but permit departures from the norm under 

certain circumstances. This is a form of determinate sentencing 

which is contrasted with fixed sentencing - also determinate in 

nature under which specific penalties are set and no 

deviations permitted. 

Proportionality - One of the major precepts of the just deserts 

philosophy which under l!es determinate sentencing. Punishment 

should be pr9Portiona~e to the seriousness of the criminal 
\'.' 

behavior. The seriousness of the conduct\hlay depend on its harm 

and the extent of the criminal's culpabil~ty. 

punishment - The infliction of a penal ty on an offender by a 

legal authority. It is distinguished from revenge, which is 

individual retaliation not legally sanctioned. To quali fy as 

punishment the action should: involve pain or other 

unpleasantness, be for the offense, be intentionally 

administered,.and be administered by a legal authority. 

Rehabilitation Providing economic, psychological, 

socializatioh and other assistance :~o offenders in order to 

reduce the likelihood that they will engage in criminal activity 

- 11 -



to order imprisonment for crimes. Judges may not utilize 

alternatives to prison such as probation, suspended sentences, 

or restitution, as they are permitted to do under determinate 

sentencing. 

Medical Model - One philosophy underlying rehabilitation which 
;; 

asserts that criminals are sick and need to be treated. The 

correctional agent/offender relationship . is regarded as 

doctor/patient in nature. Sentences are indeterminate since the 

amount of rehabilitation criminals will require cannot be 

~redicted until treatment begins. 

Parole - This has two meanings for which determinate sentenping 

has different implications. Parole boards are review panels 

which, under indeterminate sentencing practices, have the 

abili ty to modi fy prison sentences or,dered by judges based on 

the offender's prison behavior and other factors which the board 

might choose to take into account. Under determinate sentencing 

practices parole boards either have th~ir powers severely 

restricted or they are completely eliminated. . Parole also 

ref~rs to release of prisoners under supervision for a specified 

period of time after completion of their orison sentences in 

order to integrate them back into the community. It is possible 

to retain this concept under determinate sentencing. 

Plea Bargaining - Negotiations between prosecutors and accused 

offenders and their defense counsels as to what criminal charges 

should be brought against the accused and what peri'al tIes. should 

be recommended to judg:~s. Some fear that ona of the re'sul ts of 

determinate sentencing could be greatly enhanced power of 

- 10 -
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prosecutors since plea bargaining would determine the charge, 
'" 

which would determine the sentence, which could no longer be 

adjusted by parole boards to eliminate disparity. . Since Rhode 

Island's judges are relatively active participants in 

negotiating pleas, and since sentencing guidelines restrict 

sentence reductions through pleas, this fear is probably 

unfounded here. 

Presumptive Sentencing - Statutes specify a normal sentence for 

various offenses but permit departures from the norm under 

certain circumstances. This is a form of determinate sentencing 

which is contrasted with fixed sentencing - also determinate in 

nature under which specific penalties are set and no 

deviations permitted. 

Proportionality - One of the major pr,cept~ of the just deserts 
// <r \ 

philosophy which underlies determinate sentencing. Punishment 

should be proportionate to the seriousness of the criminal 

behavior. The seriousness of the conduct may depend on its harm 

and the extent of the criminal's culpability. 

Punishment - The infliction of a penal ty on an 0 ffender by a 

l~gal authority. It is distinguished from revenge, which .is 

individual retaliation not legally sanctioned. To quali fy as 

punishment the action should: involve pain or other 

unpleasantness, be for the offense, intentionally 

administered, and be administere.d by alegaJ authority. 

Rehabil~tation Providing econom!p, 
\\ 

psychological, 
1.1 '. 

socialization and other assistance to offenders in order to 

reduce the likel~hood that they will engage in criminal activity 

- 11 
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in the future.~ Belief in the possibility of rehabilitation 

under lies indeterminate sentencing practices. It is felt that 

sentences should be open ended and adjusted depending on the 

rehab!li tati ve progress a f the offender. Skepticism about the 

effectiveness of rehabilitation programs is one a f the maj or 

reasons determinate sentencing has replaced indeterminate 

practices in some places. 
\ 

" 

Reintegration Model - One philosoph}J underlying rehabilitation 

which rejects the medical model and emphasizes changing portions 

of the environment. The for.us is on collaboration between the 

corrections agent and offender rather than 'on a doctor/patient 
,\ -..:.::- ~ 

relationship. Maintenance of the offender in the community and 

reduced use of impfisonment are promoted. 

Retribution Punishing offenders to express societal 

disapproval of their behavior with,out concern for whether the 

punishment" will deter or rehabilitate. This is a cornerstone of~ 

the just deserts model and of "determinate sentencing. 

Sentencing - An <'1>fficial process by which courts and/or other 

legally empowere,d agencies - such as parole boards impose 

penal ties on persons who admit criminal guilt or who are found 

guil ty through formal adjudications. Sentencing decisio~s are 

bifurcated~ have two parts. First.is t~e selection of the type 

of penalty imprisonment, etc. - an'd second is "determination 0 f 

the length of the penalty. 

.~ 

- 12 -
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CURRENT TRENDS IN SENTENCING 

Sentencing of criminal offenders is based on one or more of four 

objecti ves, de fined in more detail in the "De f ini tions" section of 

this paper. l 

Rehabilitation - Providing assistance to the offender in order 

to reduce the likelihood that he/she will engage in future 

criminal activity. 

Deterrence Making punishment for criminal conduct certain 

and/or severe in order to convince the offender and other 

potential criminals that the painful consequences of crime 

outweigh any benefits. 
,\ 

Incapacitation - Separating the offender from society in order 

to prevent him/her from victimizing the public during the period 

of incarceration. 

Retr ibution - Punishing a ffenders in order to express societal 

disapproval of criminal behavior regardless of rehabilitative or 

deterrent benefits of the punishment. 

Un ti 1 the ear 1 y arm i d dIe 1970' s the a b j e c t ive a f r e h a b iIi tat ion 

had top billing in most jurisdictions throughout the Uni ted States. 

It was believed that offenders could be converted to law-abiding 

behavior by providing them with assistance such as counseling, 

education, and job placement and" training. As was true ~f many 

other social problems, there was also a feeling that society was at 

least partially responsible for individual criminal, actiyity and 
.;.' 

tha't, there fore, emphas is should be placed on treatment not blame. 

The rehabilitative approach wa~ based on the medical model of' 

treatment which regarded the er iminal as sick, not blameworthy, and 

o 
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was fundamentally concerned with treating the illness. 
:;, 

Consistent with this model, sentencing practices were 

indeterminate almost everywhere. state legislatures establistred 

rather broad limits for criminal penalties and judges'determined who 

went to prison, subject to plea-bargaining negotiations. Parole 
~ 

boards controlled the length of prison terms wi thin broad 

parameters. 2 The notion was that the sentence was not so much a 

punishment as time necessary to rehabilitate and, therefore, the 

length of the sentence should not be fixed until the progress of the 

rehabilitation could be determined. 

During the past ten years there has been a growing movement away 

from the medical rehabili tati ve model - a movement with two root 

cal,Jses. There ~as been much concern among conservatives and 

liberals about sentencing disparity. Indeterminate sentencing 

~ypically affords judges and parole boards considerable flexibility, 

~which means that persons who commit similar crimes under similar ., 

circumstances may receive very di fferent sentences from d"i fferent 

judges. There has been a trend toward making penalties less. 

indeterminate ,by narrowing the ranges of sentences available to 

judges, usually through legislation or sentencing guidelines. 

It should be noted that implementing determinate 
1.1' 

sentencing 

without narrowing the ranges of not necessarily 

reduce sentencing disparity; in fact it may increase it. Most 

observers believe that parole boards have effectively functiDned as 

a vehicle for controlling ~entencing disparity sihce they have been 

able to adjust sentences that are disproportionate., Since 

determiQ~te sentencing r~sul ts in the elimination of parole boards' 

- 14 -

sentence review authority, this control mechanism is lost. As will 

be discussed \~in the section on the Rhode Island situation, Rhone 
u 

Island does have sentencing guidelines, so adoption of the Attorney 

General's determinate sentencing proposal probably would not 

increase disparity. Since the Rhode Island Parole Board uses 

percentage of sentence served as its basic criteria for parole 

eligibility it is questionable whether it is controlling disparity 

under present circumstances. 

The second, and perhaps more important reason for the shift away 

from indeterminate sentencin9" to determinate practices has been 

dissati sfaction with the results 0 f the medical model upon which 

indeterminate sentencing is based. The perception of the public and 

many, if not' most criminal justice professionals 

"interesting coalition of conservatives and liberals 

rehabilitatio~ does not. work. 

again an 

is that 

In large part this is based on a 1975 study by a team led by 

criminologist Robert Martinson. Martinson and his colleagues 

extensively" reviewed evaluations of a,ll types of rehabilitati'on 
" 

p,rograms and essentia~ly Concluded that none could be demonstrated 
\~ 

to be effective. These results were highly publicized and are~still 

frequently referenced, and they provided ammunition to those who 

were frustrated with"the medical model. 

It should be 'noted that the failure of rehabilitation has 

probably been exaggerated ~ Mart inson 's 1979 follow-up study 

determined that some progl'amsare be'neficial under certain 
'"" circLlmstances and other programs are harmful. SImilarly, the "1977 

Panel on Research on Rehabilitative Techniques concluded that the 
o 
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"nothing works" notion is questionable." The panel admitted that it 

coul-c;l offer no specific recommendations for rehabilitative 

strategies, but also stated that no signi ficant changes in 

rehabilitative initiatives could be justified on empirical 

grounds. 3 

Others have argued that though rehabilitation as pract.iced by 

the medical model. may not be effective, other types of 

rehabilitation efforts can be. The reintegration model, for 

example, emphasizes changing portions of the environment and 

collaboration between the corrections agent an~ offender rather than 

a doctor/patient relationship. This model promotes·, community based 

programs and intensive probation. 4 

There have also been concerns about abuses of incarceration in 

the name. of rehabilitation/treatment. 0nder the indeterminate 
\\ 

o 
scenario offenders may not know how long they will be imprisoned 

since the relea~e date will depend on their prison behavior and 

response to rehabilitation programl:,s. This opens the door ,to abuses 

by persons in positions of,power within institutions. 

The movem,ent away from the medic,!=ll Rlodel ,rehabili tat ion , and 

indeterminate sentencing has been toward the just deserts model and 
o 

the sentencing goals of retribution, deterrence, and incapacitation, 
~ 0 

which are associated wi th determinate sentencing. The essence of 

just deserts is that criminals should get what they 'deserve, should 

receive sentences that are commensurate with their behavior and 

comparable to sentences given to .others guilty of similar miscondubt. 

,pure just desert advocates argue that the only goal of 

sentencing sh'ould be retr ibutidn: exp\tessing societal disapproval 

16 -
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of criminal behavior. They ma~ntain that since the deterrent and 

incapaci tati ve benefits of punishment are questionabJe they should 

not play a role in sentencing decisions. Others give primacy to 
'0 

retribution but also wish to pursue deterrence and incapacitation. 

The idea is that since rehabilitation "has not worked" we ought 

to focus on punishment as a means of making the law credible rather 

than as a form of treatment. Rehabilitation opportunities may still 

be available but they will only be su~cessful with inmates who are 

self-motivated to chang~. Consistent with this ph~losophy, 

sentences should be determinate: fix~d by the judge. . 
':, 

The judge is the One most familiar with the fac~s and 

circumstances of the case and thus the. one best qualified to 
/' 

determine the appropriate punishment. Since the punishment is only 

retrosp~cti ve - based on past behavior - and not concerned with 

future actions such as prison behavior and participation in prison 

programs, there is no need for adjustmepts by parole boards. 

However determinate sentencing proposals do frequently muddy these 

wat~rs by supporting the retention of good time cr.edits, which 
'.' . 

permit offenders to reduce their sentences for good behavior. 

In addition to determinate sentencing there have· been other 

sentencing related reforms in some places. In order to reduce 

sentencing disparity some states have narrowed the range of 

sentencing options or le,pgthsof sentences available to judges " by 

changing statules or b¥ developing sentencing guidelines. 

Th~ie has also been some int~rest in manaatory sentencing, which 

differs significantly from determinate ~entencing but is often 

confused with it. Mandatory sentencing mandates that judges. must 

17 
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~ always order ~mpr~sonmen o ° t for speci fied crimes, but ,the sentences 

maybe either determinate ( determined by judges) or indetermina"te 

(subject to parole(? board m~di ficatibn).. Determinate senteng~'ng 
It t o to 4mpr 4sonment such as probatio~ and suspe~,ded permits a erna ~ves • • , 

sentences, but poes no • t perm 4t pa-J.ole board s~ntence adjustment when 

imprisonment is ordered. 

Two of the best known mandatory sentencing la~s are the(~ew York 

State Drug Law and the Massachusetts Gun Law. A POl{CY' brief 

prepared by the National Institute of Justice th'at ass~sse.d the 
" 5 

results of these two statutes concluded that: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Laws designed to eliminate sentencing discretion may only 

succeed in displacing that discretion in ways that may be 

counter to legislative intent. 

Attempts to anticipate and remedy these displacement 

effects may prove difficult. • 

To the extent that rigid controls can be imposed, the 

~ffect may be to penalize some less serious offender~, 

while the punishment for more serious cases is postponed '. 

reduced, or avoided altogther. 

It is difficult, perhap; fundamentally' impossible, to 

sUbstantiate the popular claims. that mandatory sentencing' 
.' 

is an effective tool for reducing crime. 
" 

According to 'he e era ureau • t f d 1 B of Just -i,ce Statistics (BJS), 
i' 

twenty-five of ,the fifty states have adopted determi~ate s~ntencing 

practices. Rhode Island is one of thos,e that has not, as will be 
\\ 

discuss~d in more detail in sutceeding sections 'of this·paper. BJS 

data also show that thirty" state/ave manda'tory sentencing fo'r orye 
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',' 6 
or more crimes. Rhode Island is not one of these thirty. 

In order to illustrate the different forms in which determinate 

sentencing may be implemented it is instructive to briefly describe 

the procedures in two states. 

In Maine judges have have been given total discretion to 

sentence up to the maximum permitted by law; there is no parole 

board. This is not pure determinate sentencing" because sentencing 

dispari ties have been insti tutionaiized by the new statute. All 

sentences in excess of one year are tentative and offende+,s may be 

sent back to court for resentencing. Sentences may also be reduced 
(1 " 

through accumulation of good time credits. 7 

California's procedures are regarded by some as the purest 

determin~te sentencing practices yet d~veloped. 1he judge" is 
I" required to impose a selected sentence which, while usually fixed, 

can vary when there are mitigating or aggravating circumstances. 
'0 

Indeterminate sentences have been eliminated for all crimes except 

capifal offenses, which carry a maxim~m penalty of life imprishnment 

of capital punishment. 

Other felonies' are di'vided i~to four categories and for each 

ca~egory th~ j)d9,~ has three choices. 

selected unless there are mitigatil1~ 
,;-.-:: 

,The middle. option must be 

or aggravating factors. 

Enhancements 01" additions to sentences are possible and the length 

of time I d ser.,ve may be 

~ccumulation of good time. 

up to one-third through reduc~ by 

C) 

Parole supervision has been retained without parole/early 

release. All ir:lmate,s must serve t~,ree years on parole after 

~ompletion of incarceration",: except capital ,,0 f~ers who must serve 
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five years. There is a Community~· Release Board which fixes parole 

release dates, reviews prison sentences in their first yl:;ar and 

recommends resentencing when disparity is' found, and reviews use of 

good time. 8 Thus even the Cali fornia system is not truly pure 

determinate sentencing. 

It must also be mentioned that there are t.hose who believe that' 

determinate sentencing is more of a fad than a long term trend. 

Some observers argue t~at it will prove impossible to treat all like 

offenders similarly, in part because there is not sufficient 

correctional cell space to do so. They believe the result will be 

continuance of the pre~ent ~ractice of giving severe sentences to a 

few and lenient dispositions to most, and continued use of 

discretion at all levels to keep the criminal justice system in 

balance. 9 

others argue that coalitions of conservatives and liberals who .. 

initially band together to support determinate sentencing will 

ul timately break up a fter implementation of the new procedures. .' In 

a review a f the Cali fornia experience, Casper, Brereton and Neal 

state that once legislators began to set pr,ison terms the 

inclination was to raise them, which upset liberals. On the other 

hand the law enforcement communi·ty was not satisfied because they 

felt some sentences were too light. lO 

The authors suggest that without the parole escape valve, longer 

sentences and increased commitment rates will lead to larger 

prisoner populations, which will strain capacity. Liberals may 

press for a return to more flexible sentencing to counteract the 

harshness they perceive, and law enforcement may want flexibility .. 

- 20 -

for longer sentences for some dangerous offenders. The result may 
11 

be the rediscovery of indeterminate sentencinQ and parole boards. 
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, CURRENT RHODE ISLAND SENTENCING PRACTICES 

In its 1983 publication, Report to the Nation on Crime and 

JUstice, the federal Bur~au of Justice Statistics (BJS) categorized 

Rhode Island as having indeterminate sentencing practices. 12 

Since 
r:?' 

the major difference~etween 
'\ 

determinate indeterminate and 
o 

sentencing, is the existepce of a parole board, which deter~1nes 
If 

prison release dates, this is an accurate characterization. The BJS 
~I 

review concludes that" hal f, of the states have indeterminate 

practices and the other hal f have cDnverte,d to determinate 

sentencing. 

Rhode Island does, of course, have an active"parole board which 

has adopted guidelines for determining when ~mprisoned offenders 

should b.e eligible for parole. In genel'al inmates must have served 

one-third to two-thirds of their sentences to be ~ligible for 

parole. It. is because the exact length of sentences are not known 

at the time of sentencing that Rhode Island's practices are 

.considered indeterminate. 

However the state's procedures are not an examp~e of pure 

indete~minacy. In a pure indeterminate system judges commit 

offenders to prison for an' indeterminate period - such as 1 to 20 

years and the paiole board or other review authority later 

determines the release date, usually based on prison behavior and 

rehabil i tati ve progress. In Rhode Island judges sentence for fixed 

periods, "b,ut the periods may b'e adjusted by the parole board. Some 
,\ 
1\ 

offenders are not released on parole and serve out the entire 

sentence orde~ed by the Judge. 

Th~ Bureau of Justice Statistics' classification also" lists 
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Rhode Island as one of thirteen states that do not have mandatory 

sentencing for any offenses. 13 
strictly speaking this is true, 

but there is one important state statute that can be considered to 

quali fy as mandatory sentencing. In 1982 the Rhode Island General 

Assembly approved a proposal by the Attorney General to mandate an 

additional term of imprisonment for habitual offenders. 

Section 12-19-21 of the General Laws 'deflnes an habitual 

offender as: 

•.• any person who has been previously convicted in this or any 

other state of two (2) or more felony offenses arising from 

separate and distinct incidents and sentenced on two or more 

such occasions to serve a term in prison. 14 

The statute provides that an habitual criminal: 

.•• shall be sentenced by the court to an additional consecutive 

term of imprisonment of hot exceeding twenty-five ye~~s; and' 

provided further, that the court shall order the defendant to 

serve a minimum number of years of said sentence before he 

becomes eligible for parole. lS 

It is the requirement of a period of imprisonment that makes this a 

mandatory sentencing provision. 

Rhode Island is one of approximately twenty-three states that 

have become involved in sentencing guidelines projects of some type 

at either the state or local level. 16 sentencing guidelines refer 

to the development of sentencing ranges for ~rimes that are usually 

narrower than ranges prescribed by statute. They represent an 

attempt to eliminate dispari ty in sentences ordered by di fferent 

judges for similar crimes. 

- 23 -

In 1979 Chief Justice of the Supreme Court Joseph A. Bevilacqua 

appointed a commi ttee chaired by Associate Supreme Court Justice 

Thomas F. Kelleher to analyze Rhode Island's sentencing practices 

and 'make re60mmendations for improvement. Also serving on the 

committee were representatives from Superior, Family and District 

Courts; Brown University; the Office of State Court Administrator; 

the Department of Attorney General; and the Office of Public 

Defender. Staff support was provided by the state JUdicial Planning 

Unit and, through a federal Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration (LEAA) grant, by the National Center for State Courts. 

In January 1981 the committee issued its final report. The 

committee recommended a total of 28 guidelines/benchmarks for eleven 
17 offenses . 

.Breaking and Entering a Dwelling 

.Entering a Business 

.Possession of a stolen Vehicle 

.Assault with a Dangerous Weapon 

. Robbery 

.Larceny/Embezzlement/Receiving Stolen G09ds 

.Driving to Endanger - Death Resulting 

.Manslaughter 

.Delivery of a Controlled Substance 

.Possession with Intent to Deliver 

.Possession\of a Controlled Substance 

For each of these crimes there are several benchmarks specifying 

ai fferl~nt penal ties depending on the circumstances. For example, 

the committee recommended a 12 to 18 month sentence for breaking and 
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entering an unoccupied dwelling in the daytime with no weapon, and ~ 

3 to 3 1/2 year sentence for breaking and entering an unoccupied 

dwelling in the dayti~e with a weapon. lS 

Recommendations of the committee with respect to using the 

guidelines included the following: 19 

I ~'-, 

.Dep~r~l~g from the benchmarks should'occur only when 
'\ 

sub.tanb~~l and compelling circumstances exist (these are 

listed). 
" 

.The applicable benchmark is determined by the most serious 

offense. 

.The benchmarks assume that the defendant has no criminal 

history and has been found guilty after trial. Past criminal 

history may be a substantial and compelling circumstance 

justifying departure from the range. Where plea bargaini~g 

justifies departure it should be limited to within 25% of the 

lower end of the ,range. 

.The benchmarks represent time to be served in prison but do not 

preclude the use of suspended sentences, probation, and fines. 

.The benchmarks represent judicially ordered sentences and do 

not attempt to anticipate subsequent parole board modifications. 

The sentencing guidelines have ,been put into effect by an order 
',) 

of the the Superior Court ~nd implement ion is generally proceeding 

smoothly. 
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THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S DETERMINATE SENTENCING PROPOSAL 

In 1981, 1982,. and 1983 Rhode Island's At torney General, Dennis 

J. Roberts I I, introduced legislation proposing determinate 

sentencing for thirteen maj or crimes. The proposal was opposed by 

the Rhode Island Affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Uriion 

because of fears of overly harsh treatment of offende;J;'s. Concerns 

were also expressed by the Department of Correcti~ns about possible 

effects on prison' overcrowding. The legislation has not been 

approved and the At torney General is expected to reintroduce it in 

1984. 

At torney General Roberts proposes to give judges the authority 

to determine the length of prison sentences - wi thout modi fication 

by the parole board - for persons convicted of any of the following 

thirteen crimes: 20 

.Murder 

.Manslaughter 

.First Degree Arson 

.Kidnapping with Intent to Extort 
" 

. Burglary 

.Robbery 

.Larceny from the Person 

.First Degree Sexual Assault 

.Assault with Intent to Murder 

. Felony Assau1 t 

.Assault of a Person 60 Years or Older 

.Breaking and Ent~ring Under 11-8-2 

.Breaking and Entering Under 11-8-2.1 
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The At torney General is not recommending mandatory sentencing. 

That is, judges w'ould still be able to suspend or defer sentences 
\\ 

and order probation as al ternatj ves 
(: 

to i~prisonmeqt. H II. owever=",1,;!:1 

cases where 'a prison sentence is ordered by a judge it would be for 

a speci fied period that could not be adjusted by the parole board. 

This is the distinction between indeterminate and determinate 

sentencing. 

The Attorney General is also not suggesting that the parole 

board be abolished. It would continue to make release decisions for 

persons sentenced prior to ~nactment of determinate sentencing, 

sentenced for crimes other than the thirteen listed, sentenced to 

one or more terms of 11 fe imprisonment, and sentenced under Rhode 

Island's habitual offender statute. 21 
\\ 

Among the benefits the Attorney General believes would result 

from passage of his proposal are the following: 22 ' 

.Justice would be improved by providing for greater certainty 

of sentencing 

.Crime victims would know the precise penalty their victimizers 

would pay 

.Criminals would know they would have to serve the full sentence 

ordered by the judge 

.Judges would be certain of the real impact of their sentences 

~~d would not have to be concerned about parole board modi

fic~tions. 
:\ 

\~ 
The '1t torney General that determinate 

\ 
also asserts the 

'sentencing procedures would complement Superior Court's sentencing 

guidelines since the two policies would cov~r many of ' the same 

- 27 -
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crimes. 23 

The At torney General points out th,at, as l's true in other states 

that have adopted determinate se'ntencing, his proposal would not 

eliminate the accumulation" of good time credits to reduce 

sentences. Section 42-.56-24 of Rhode Island's General Laws states 

that: 

• •• for each month that a prisoner who has been sentenced to 

imprisonment for six (6) months or more and not under sentence 

to imprisonment for Ii fe appears •.. to have faithfully observed 

all the rules and, requirements of the institutions and not to 

have be~n subject to discipline, there shall ... be deducted from 

the term or terms of sentence of such prisoner the same number 
, :> 

of days that there are years in the said term of his sentence; 

provided that when the sentence is for a longer term than ten 

(10) years, only ten (10) days shall be deducted for one (l) 

month's good behavior;oand provided further that in the case of 

sentences of at least six~(6) months and less than one (1) year, 

one (1) day per month shall be deducted ... 24 

The, Rhode Island Affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union 

(ACLU) has criticized the Attorney General's determinate" sentencing 
~\ " 

proposal. A number of the ACLU's objections relate to the question 

a f whether or not" the proposal wi 11 resul t in increased use 0 f 

imprisonment. This issue will be .treated in the next section of 

this paper and, therefore, will not be discussed here. 

other points raised by the ACLU ~an be noted. 

However 

The ACLU states that in an ideal situation it would support 

elimination of parole as a release mechanism. However ~\t believes 
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the parole system currently serves as a safety valve which can 

correc:t disparate and disproportionate sentences. 25 
., 

The ACLU also questions the log.ic of only applying determinate 

sentencing to thirteen offenses. It \:\believes this is indicatrv~~f 

the fact that the bill: 

... seeks to achieve in piecemeal fash.ion what carr only be 

accomplished through a complete rev ision of the criminal code 

undertaken ~lth careful consideration of its impact on the civil 

rights of criminal offenders and the capacities of the criminal 

. t· t 26 JUs 1ce sys em. 

Furthermore the ACLU contends that one of the benefits the 

Attorney General expects from the bill - victims of violen1t crimes 

knowing how long criminals will be imprisoned - will not occur. The 

accumulation a f good time credits, which the Attorney Gemeral does 

not propose to eliminate, can reduce p\r.ison sentences by as much as 

one_third. 27 
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POTENTIAL IMPACT OF DETERMINATE SENTENCING ON PRISON POPULATIONS 

As mentioned in the preceding section, one of th~ major concerns 

expressed about the Attorney General)s proposal to implement 

determinate sentencing in Rhode Island is its effect on the prison 
" 

population. Will determinate~ sentencing result in more persons 

being sent to prison and longer sentences for those who are sent? 
.::;-

Will prison cell capacity, already stretched to its limits, burst at 

the seams if determinate sentencing is implemente'd? These are 

questions being asked throughout the country and, unfortunately, 

there do not appear to be any definite answsrs. 

The ACLU asserts that the Attorney General's bill symbolizes his 

belief that locking people up longer will reduce crime. 28 

ACLU contends that: 

The Ci 

..• most prisoners will serve much longer sentences than is 

currently the norm. In consequence the prison population' will 

gro~ at a much faster rate than has been the case in the past 

few years of 

situation of 

exacerbated. 29 

extraordinary growrh. 

, overcrowding at the 

An already intolerable 

ACI will· be greatly 

The At torney General responds by insisting that he 'does not 

believe imprisoning people for ronger periods will control 

crime,30 and that " the purpose of his determinate sentencing 

proposal is not to increase the us,e or length of imprisonment. 31 

He states that his proposal is based on a belief that judges, not 

parole boards, are best qualified to make ~entencing decisions. 32 

Th.e At ~orney General insists that increasing prison populations 
" is not an inevitable outcome of his bill. Whether more people will 
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be incarce~ated for longer periods will depend Or) how judges make 

use of their increased sentencing authority. 33 Since there is no 

reliable way to predict how judges will utilize the statute, there 

is no way to accurately predict the effect on prison space. 

The Attorney General also speculates that even if longer 
'-"1 

sentences do result, they may reduce" the number of new crimes 

committed by habitual offenders and reduce the number of new 

priminals sentenced to . 34 prlson. The .) argument is that the 

deterrent and incapacitative' effects of longer, fixedsent~nces may 

counteract any prison population growth. 

The Attorney General's observation that the deterrent and 

incapaci tati ve effects of longer sentences - if sentences turn out 

to be longer - will counteract prison population growth is generally 
,. 

not supported by research. For example, in Criminal Justice and 

Corrections, Feeley and Ohlin state that the evidence suggests' that 

increasing sentencing severity has little if any deterrent effect 

. since deterrence is primarily a function of the probability of 

apprehension and conviction, and not l~ngth of sentence.?5 

However statistical risk assessment techniques, such as 

developed in Iowa, do show promise for reducing prison populations 

and rec idi v ism while also. increasing prison sentences for the" m'ost 
\~ .. 

serious offenders. The Iowa system predicts recidivism and future 
-_. 

v iolence a f" a ffenders based on factors such as age, age at; first 

arrest, number of prior arrests, number of prior incarcerations, and 

type of convicting offense. It has been estimated that utilizing 

sentencing guidelines based in~part on risk assessment CQuld reduce 

the commitment rate to Iowa state prisons by 17 percent and could 
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reduce the probation violation rate by 30 . t 36 opercen . If 

statistical risk assessment methods were deve)oped in Rbode Island', 
..:;. 

and if Rhode Island I s sentencing guidelines were modi fied to make 

use of them, it might be possible to lengthen some sentences ~ithout 
increasing prisonpopulati6n. 

In any event, the debate about the impact of determinate 

sentencing on prison population seems, as the Attorney) General 

suggests," to be fundamentally a ~uestion of how jydges wo~ld use the 

new procedures.·' The Attorney General correctly states that there is 

nothing about determinate sentencing, at least as he is proposing 

it, that makes longer prison sentences for many people a logically 

inevitable result. At the same time it is clear that many observers 

believe that while it may- not be ~, logically inevitable result, 

pri~on population gi~owth is a 1'7alistically inevitable 

determinate practices. 

\\ 

product 'of 

Todd Clear,' for example, has forecast this -inevitabilitY"~ 

suggesting that there, may be a tendency toward increasingly severe 

sentences when there is no parole board tG correct disproportionate 

sentences. He believes sente~ces may be progressively raised in 

response to~ublic concern about crime. 37 

Tracing' the history of senterce reforms, David J. Rothman 

Dbserves that the initial coalition betwee~ conservatives and 

liberals who supported the California determinate sentencing law 

began to break dO,\Vri after implementation when the liberals 
.' 

found 

that sentencing 

standards. 38 
time frames were inflated above earlier 

(\ 

In Overcrowded Time: Why Prisons are so Crowded and What Can be 
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Done, the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation states that th~ average 

prison stay at the Maine Stat.e Prison doubled in five years after 

the legislature abolished parole. 39 

In The Impa~t of Determinate Sentencing on Corrections, the 

National Institute of Corrections notes that California experienced 

a 25 percent increase in its prison population during the first year 

a fter implementing determinate sentencing. The publication states 

that projections indicate that determinate sentencing will 

t . f' tIt· 40 significantly increase he Slzes 0 lnma e popu a 10n. 

However in a 1982 review of the Cali fornia determinate 

sentencing procedures, Casper, Brereton, and Neal conclude that 

there is no persuasive evidence that increases in California's 

prison rates are attributable to implementation of the new law. 41 

They suggest that the law should not be perceived as the cause of 

increased prison rates but as an effect of a broader social process 

t · .. t 42 promo lng more lmprlsonmen • 

Nonetheless Casper, Brereton, and Neal do concur wi bh Rothman's 

observation that liberals who originally supported the Cal i fornia 

determinate sentencing law with reservations found that once the 

legislature began to set prison terms the inclination was to raise 

them. 43 They too believe that without the escape valve of parole 

there will be longer 

commitment rates will 

will strain capacity.44 

determinate sentences, and that increased 

result in larger prisoner populations which 

Thus though there does not seem to be any definitive statistical 

data that concludes that determinate sentencing must result in mQre 

ser ious prison overcrowding, it appears to be the opinion of many 

- 33 -

observers that, realistically, larger prison populations will occur. 

A recent survey by the Central Missouri State University 

National Prison Overcrowding Project found that the top five reasons 

offered by the directors 0 f state adul t correctional systems for 

prison overcrowding related to sentencing practices: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

longer sentences, 

public demands for increased sentences, 

legislative responses to public demands, 

mandatory sentences, and 

increase in minimum sentence lengths. 

One director indicated that his prison population had been 

drastically increased as a resul t of legislative enactment of a 

determinate sentencing code, a speedy trial program, and a new 

Parole Act. other directors stated that public opinion is causing 

judges to order incarceration more often and making prosec~tors 

reluctant to recommend probation. 

The report from the Prison Overcrowding Project points out that 

though the costs of prison overcrowding are generally measured in 
,. 

terms 0 f additional 

. beyond this. More 

service~ including 

, 
space, costs go well the facilities and bed 

inmates place increased strain on all sLJPport 

food service, sanitation, laundry, health care, 

and security. In addition rehabilitative programs suffer from the 

over load on space, staff, materials, and equipment. Of course 

overcrowding also greatly increases the potential for violent prison 

incidents. Thus it is not surprising that correctional 

administrators are extremely concerned about sentencing and other 
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reforms that might increase their prison population. 

One interesting approach to prison overcrowding was suggested by 

John Manson, the former Commissioner of Corrections in Connecticut, 

now deceased. It was Manson's idea that the resources of the prison 

system could be projected each fiscal year and the judiciary could 

be allotted a corresponding number of bed day~ available for 

sentences that year. This would leave it lip to the judges to manage 

their allocations. 45 Combining this type of system with 

sentencing guidelines and risk assessment might have positive 

effects on prison overcrowding. 

Finally, At torney General Roberts has suggested that decisions 

about how to operate a just and effective criminal justice system 

should not gi ve undue emphasis to the costs of the system. 46 This 

is an important point. If policy makers conclude that determinate 

sentencing will significantly improve the operations of the criminal 

justice system, and if prison populations will increase and no good 

ways can be found to entirely counteract the increases, then perhaps 

we should be willing to pay the price of more prison space. 

Of course we should first make a concerted effort to identi fy 

alternatives that are at least equally effe.ctive and less costly. 

In fact, pure implementation of the jU$t deserts model, which 

provides part of the philosophical foundation for determinate 

sentencing, would probably result in more limited but uniformly 

imposed prison terms with greater emphasis on community based 

control and rehabilitation efforts after imprisonment. 

There is also no reason why prison must beQregard~d as the only 

way to punish. There are other options that can be mO.re activeJy 
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explored for certain types of offenders. Risk assessment techniques 

may be' helpful in identi fying those criminals who should be confined 

and those who need not be incarcerated in order to ensure public 

safety. 
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POTENTIAL IMPACT OF DETERMINATE 

SENTENCING ON PAROLE 

As noted throughout this paper, one of the key features of 

determinate sentencing perhaps its primary identifying 

characteristIc - is the elimination of parole board authority to 

adjust sentences ordered by judge.s. However it is too simplistic, 
-

and not accurate, to conclude that an inevitable result of 

determinate sentencing is the total abolition of parole. 

It \~91ust be remembered that pl3role has two components. There is > .'. 

the parole board, which develops c.;t' iter ia for determining whether 

offenders should be released prior to expiration of their prison 

sentences and reviews indi v irjual cases and makes release decisions. i : 
, .. " 

Then there is parole "supervision: the provision 0 f assistance and 

surveillance for persons who are released early. 
,-, 

The extent to which the powers o·f parole boards are restricted 

depends on the characteristics of the determinate sentencing plan 

being implemented. 

As already described, Attorney General Robert's propoial for 

Rhode Island is limited to determinate sentencing for thirteen 

crimes and would ,only eliminate paroTe board sent'ence modi fications 

for those thirteen crimes. It .Would not totally. abolish the parole 
,', 

board since the board would continue to review parole applications 

for per'sons sentenced prior to enactment of the proposal, sentenced 

for crimes other than the thirteen, sentenced to 0l1e or more terms 

of life imprisonment, and sentenced under the state's habitual 
47 offender statut~. 

Other states have done thin,gs di fferently. ,Maine, for example, 
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is one of ten states that have abolished their parole boards. 48 

California has established a Community Release Board which conducts 

hearings and fixes parole release dates for inmates convicted in 

capi tal cases, rev iews all prison sentences within the first year 

and recommends resentencing when it perceives disparity, and reviews 

all actions and procedures 

good time. 49 Indiana has 

a-ffecting the granting or revoking of 

retained its parole board for the 

purposes of setting release dates for inmates sentenced before the 

determinate sentencing law was passed, and for establishing and 

overseeing parole supervision periods for released offenders. 50 

Illinois has established a Prisoner Review Board which serves 

similar functions and also reviews good time credits granted to 
. t 51 
~nma es. 

Determinate sentencing has no necessary implications for parole 

supervision: for attempting to help reintegrate ex-offenders' back 

into the community while also keeping them under surve~llance for 

some period of time after release. Such assistance and control is 

just as feasible for persons who serve the full term of- a judicially 

ordered sentence - minus good time 

released early by parole boards. 

as it has been for offenders 

Of the states that have adopted determinate sentencing practices 

it appears that only Maine has abandoned parole supervision. 52 In 

California inmates must serve three years under parole supervision _ 

five years for capital 0 ffenses- upon completion of their prison 

sentences, although there is a possibility 0 f final release after 

the first year. 53 Indiana also rfiandates release to parol~ 
~upervision for all felons. 54 It seems that _replacing the medical 
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model of rehabilitation with the reintegration model is the trend in 

determinate sentencing states. 

There is a clear logic to this approach. Al though prisons may 

still 0 ffer rehabili tati ve programs, it is recognized that prisons' 

primary functions are to protect the public and to exact retribution 

commensurate with the crime. Then, when the punishment is 

completed, more intensive rehabilitation efforts can be pursued 

through supervision in the community. The supervision feature 

should not be overlooked because providing surveillance of 

ex-offenders will enhance public sa fety at the same time 

rehabilitation efforts are made. 

Thus determinate sentencing could result in increased attention 

to parole supervision and other community based programs, not 

de-emphasis. These initiatives are badly underfunded in Rhode 

Island, as they are in most places, and greater emphasis would 

require significant increases in resources. During fiscal year 1983 

a total of 35 adult correctional probation and parole counselors 

supervised 6,339 probationers (3,491 on "banked" or _unsupervised 

status) and 361 parol~es, in addition to other 

investigation/administrative duties. This is an av~rage active 

caseload, .. - not including "banked" cases of 92 clients per 

counselor. What degree of assistance and service delivery' can 

realistically be expected with ratio..5 that high? 
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POTENTIAL IMPACT OF DETERMINATE 

SENTENCING ON PLEA BARGAINING 

One interesting potential latent effect of determinate 

sentencing i.e;; to increase the power 0 f the prosecutor through ~ the 

plea bargaining process. As will be explained, this should not be a 

signi ficant problem with At torney General Roberts I proposal, but it 

mer its attention since this paper is about sentencing practices in 

~eneral, and since there might be future determinate sentencing 

proposals in Rhode Island for which this effect might be a more 

serious issue. 

Professor Albert'·'Alschuler maintains "that reforming sentencing 

laws without simultaneously tackling the problem of plea bargaining 

is 1 it tle more than a shell 'game; gi v ing the app,earance 0 f 

uniformity and precision at one stage (sentencing) only at the 

expense of 

capriciousness 

(pleading).n 55 

fostering more (discretion, arbi trariness . and 

at another, lesJ visible stage of fhe process 

The logic of Al schuler! s argument is as follows .. In practice 
( 

prosecutors . probably have greater influence over sentencing 

decisions than legislatures, parole boards, or judges. This is 

beca,use !s::pqh a hi gh percentage 0 f criminal cases are resolved by 

plea bargaining, which ~esults in a sentencing recommendation 

negotiated by the prosecutor and usually accepted by the judge. 

Under todeterminate sentencing practices judges and parole 

b'oards have s%e capability to reject or modi fy sentences that come 

out of plea [bargaining and ,are perceived asinappropr iate, whether 

too harsh or \:~oo lenient. However under all determinate sentencing 
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plans the control of the parole board is eliminated, and u,tlder some 

plans the check and balance of judges is also essentially voided. 

The latter effect occurs when determinate sentencing severely 

restricts the flexibility of judges by dictating, usually through 

legislation, specific sentences for particular crimes. 

Under this circumstance the plea bargaining process assumes even 

greater importance. Since the crime the offender is charged wi th 

w ill determine what sentence the judge must impose, and since the 

charge is usually determined by plea bargaining, the prosecutor 

assumes much greater power. 

Alschuler, who would like to eliminate plea bargaining, asserts 

that any sentencing reform which would give the process increased 

significance should not be adopted. He contends that since 

offenders who refuse to bargain are typically charged with more 

serious crimes than those who do, there is extreme pressure o~ the 

accused to waive their ,constitutional right to trial. He believes 

that this sort of procedure - much less open than a court trial -

should not be the basis for determining sentences. 56 

Alschuler also states that the California determinate sentencing 

system is a "bar'gainer' 5 paradise", and this claim was examined by 

Casper, Brereton, and Neal in their review of the California 

~xperience. They indicate 'that many people believed the new law had 

increased the rate at which defendants were pleading guil ty. The 

assumption was that more defendants would plead guilty to a' lesser 
" 

charge since they now knew that if they were found guil tyof the/I~! 

more serious charge they would have to serve a longer sentence 

without hope of early release. 57 
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However Casper and his colleagues found that, though guilty plea 

rates did increase in the year a.fter the new statute was enacted, 

they were only returning to levels that occurred three years 

before. 

10w. 58 

THe intervening two years had apparently been abnormally 

The authors also conclude that determinatEf 

sentencing does not appear to have resul ted in increased influence 

for prosecutors in their relationship with judges. They suggest 

that there are variations depending on the individual prosecutors 

and judges. They also state that in some cases judges' influence 

may have increased, since, being aware of the importance of the 

charge fo~ sentence determination, they sometimes become more 

actively involved in the bargaining process. 59 

As already mentioned, to the extent there is any risk of giving 

a prosecutor disproportionate power under determinate sentencing, 

there appear's to be 1 it tIe i fany such risk under the Attorney 

General's proposal for Rhode Island. The reason is that the 

Attorney General is not proposing that judges '. sentencing 

flexibility be restricted by statute or any other means. In fact he 

makes a point of expressing his support for judicial discretion. 60 

It is true that sen"ten'cing guidelines do apply to some of the 

thirteen crimes for which the At torney General is proposi ng 

determinate sentencing, and those guidelines do restr~ct judges 

flexibility. Howeve;r implementing determinate sentencing as 

recommended by the At torney General will not be further limi ting. 

While judges and prosecutors will assume increased influence in 

relation to the parole board under the At torney General's plan , it 
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does not appear that the balance of power between judges 

prosecutors will be affected. 

.' 

" 
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 
11, 

. Oistinctions Between Indeterminate, Determinate and Mandatory 

.' Sentencing: It is extremely important that choices from among 

a'lternative sentencing practices not be! clouded by confusion 

about what the terms ~ean. In a nutshell, indeterminate 

sentencingsigni fies that judges impose prison sentences that 

can !\~ r"educed by parole boards at some point in the future. 

unde)r
h 

determinate sentencing judges order sentences for fixed 
I 

lengths of time that may, usually be reduced by accumulation of 

prison good time but not by parole boards. It is the 

elimination or restriction of review authority of parole boards 

that distinguishes indeterminate and determinate sentencing. 

Mandatory sentencing means that a judge must order imprisonment 

for the ~ffense. There are two major distinctions between 

determinate and mandatory practices. Under mandatory sentencing 

the judge must impose, a prison sentence, but under deterlJlinate 

sentencing the judge may choose other options such as 

probation. Under determinate sentencing· the judge's s~ntence is 

not subject to signi ficant adjustment by another authority, but 

under mandatory sentencing it may be. ~ 

Philosophies and ObJectives Underlying Sentencing ,Practices: It 

is also i'mpoJ.'tant that policy ma.kers underst,and that di f.ferent 
': 

sentencing practices ~re based on d~fferent philosoph~es and 

have, different primary objectives. 
" 

~he major objective of 

indeterm1nate sentencing is rehabilitation. 

that offenders' sentences' should be flexible 
" 

The philosophy is 

'" in order to allow 

corrections agents and parole 60ards time to determine what 
", 
I' 
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rehabilitative efforts are necessary and how long they will 

take. The fundamental objective of determinate sentencing is '. 

retribution, though there is some emphasis on incapacitation and 

deterrence as well. The philosophy is that attempts at 

institutional rehabilitatiDn have created more problems than 

they have solved and that, therefore, prison sentences ought to 

be based on commensurate retribution for the cr im,e. 

Incapaci tat ion and deterrence are the objectives of mandatory 

sentencing. The philosophy is that harsh penal ties will deter 

some potential offenders, and those persons who still commit 

crimes will not be able to commit them while they are 

incarcerated. Evaluations of mandatory prison laws in New York 

and Massachusetts show no evidence that this approach works. 

Effectiveness of Rehabilitation: The movement away from 

indeterminate sentencing toward determinate practices' is 

attributable, in part, to a perception that rehabilitation does 

not work. A number of criminal justice professionals believe 

that, as Mark Twain once said of his reported death; the failure 

of rehabilitation is greatly exaggerated. It appears that what 

probably has failed is the medical model approach to 

rehabilitation, which regards the criminal as a s1'ck pers . , on 1n 

need of a cure, a cure that can be administered in a prison as 

easily as any other place. What may not have yet been given a 

fair chance to work is the reintegration model, which emphasizes 

helping the offender fit into his/her community environment, 

even if that means trying to make changes in the environment as 

well as in the individual. 
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Effect of Determinate sentencing on Prison Populations: There 

is nothing about' determinate sentencing that requires judges to 

send more persons to prisQn for longer periods of time. In fact 

implementation of a pure just deserts model would probably 

result in shorter but more uniform sentences and incre~sed 

attention to post-punishment community rehabilitative efforts. 

However many experts believe that the reality of determinate 

sentencing is that once the abili ty of parole boards to reduce 

pr i son terms is el imina ted, sentences will inevitably increase 

and prison population expand. This is an important concern and 

the reality must be given careful consideration. On the other 

hand, the extent to which financial concerns should influence 

decisions about developing an effective and just criminal 

justice system is debatable. 

Effect of Determinate Sentencing on Parole Boards: By 

definition determillate sentencing will either abolish or 

restrict the powers of parole boards. The degree to which this 

will occur depends on the speci fic features of each individual 

determinate sentencing plan. Attorney General Roberts' proposal . ' 
for Rhode Island would eliminate the parole board's review 

aut h 0 r i t Y for t h i r tee n cr i me s , but the b a a r d W 0 u I d ret a i nit s 

oversight in other areas. 

. Effect of Determinate Sentencing or Parole Superv ision: There 

is nothing about determinate sentencing that requires 

elimination of supervision of offenders after release from 

prison. In fact a number of states that have implemented 

determinate sentencing seem to also be placing greater emphasis 
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on post-punishment treatment and surveillance. Cali fornia, for 

example, requires three to five yea~s of parole supervi~ion 

after completion of the prison sentence. This not only enhances 

the likelihood of successful rehabilitation, but also enhances 

public safety because of the surveillance that goes along wi th 

the treatment. In Rhode Island signi ficant increases in 

resources will be necessary if post-imprisonment programs are to 

receive greater emphasis. 

Effect of Determinate sentencing on Plea Bargaining: Some 

observers believe determinate sentencing can potentially 

increase the influence of the prosecutor and the plea bargaining 

process in sentencing decision making, and that this is 

undesirable since plea bargaining is a closed process that 

pressures the accused to forfeit his constitutional right to a 

trial. The argument is that if the determinate sentencing'plan 

restricts the flexibility of judges by specifying sentences for 

crimes and also limits parole board revi,ews, then plea 

bargaining will determine the sentence since it determines the 

charge ~ However an evaluation of the Cali fornia reform did not 

find any evidence of change in the balance of power between 

prosecutors and judges. This is not a significant issue in 

Attorney General Roberts' proposal, which does not seek to limit 

judges' sentencing flexibility. 

Future of Determinate Sentencing: Some observers contend tha t 

determinate sentencing is more a fad than a long-term trend. 

They predict that liberals will perceive sentences as generally 

too harsh and that conserva ti ves will regard some sentences as 
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too light, and that both groups will call for more flexibility 

and rediscover indeterminate sentencing and parole boards. 

Others maintain that determinate sentencing is really not a 

reform of any signi ficance. Since there is not adequate prison 

space to confine all offenders it is inevitable that the current 

practice of giving severe sentences to a few and lenient 

dispositions to most will continue" no matter what label is 

attached to it. 

. Piecemeal Sentencing Reform Versus a Systems Approach: Much lip 

service is paid to the notion that criminal justice agencies and 

processes form a system, and that changes in one part of the 

system have consequences for the other components. However 

re forms tend to be made in more of a piecemeal fashion. The 

reason is that persons working in one part of the system 

perceive problems in need of attention and appropriately prOpose 

solutions. It is di fficul t to convince them that they should 

wai t for the total system to mobilize for action. Nonetheless, 

system wide consequences a f any proposed re form must be 

considered and, to the~xtent possible, the reform should be as 

comprehensive as possible. This paper has discussed the 

potential the Attorney General's proposal has for increasing 

prison populations. Should it be accompanied by statutory or 

sentencing guideline changes, perhaps incorporating risk 

assessment techniques, that will address that problem? Should 

it be accompanied by a plan to increase post-punishment 

rehabilitation and surveillance resources? t,f determinate 

sentencing is to be adopted, should it be adopted for all crimes 
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and not just thirteen? These questions and others should be 

considered by policy makers. 
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